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When you have been involved with art for nearly 

half century you have covered a lot of ground. And 

noticed that through the years the circumstances have 

changed. Also the aims and the ideas. Even public 

reaction and response. The range of activity too, has 

widened and diversified. It  spreads now from object 

making to performance; from private musing to public 

statement. The various terms used - representation, 

construction, collage, combine, expression, experiment, 

improvisation, happening, environment, installation and, 

now virtual reality - signify basic changes in  attitude.

Many try to instal these changes on a time scale 

to Invoke a sense of advance or progress, making one 

supercede the other. Though not everyone takes this 

notion seriously any more, it  still persists with the 

art writers. They play them around in  patterns. But 

the patterning lias changed in orientation. First it  

was around manners and styles or form and content; now 

it  is anthropology and history, semiotics or cultural 

software. So from the classical - romantic confrontation 

they have sailed into that of modern - postmodern, colonial 

postcolonial, or local-global.

I have never been able to keep up with the progress 

lobby. In my universe everything exists, one does not 

wipe out the other. What gets wiped out gets so by its 

own weakness. So I find many ancient works, whose theme 

and rationale I may not fully decipher, greatly stimulating 

I find some new works, on which large tomes are written, 

vapid and puerile. But old or new, many are rewarding
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in  their own fashion. So I get along readily with 

the old sibyls and the new oracles. Each opens a 

passage to the world that is . And through that the 

world within. My main concern is  this passage.

The more one gets ahead one sees that the world 

outside and inside depend on each other. The essence 

of what one sees outside is  what is  reflected in the 

waters within. Or call it  the mirror of self. So 

whatever one sees is monitored by foresight, after

sight or insight and is  never the same. So also one's 

knowledge. It  rolls from surmise to certainty, then 

forward to another surmise, then to another certainty 

and so on and so forth. A large part of one's time 

is  spent in this world within. Poring over images, 

redoodling thoughts, mumbling to oneself and Improvising 

new terms. At one time when I saw people talking to 

themselves on the road it  seemed strange; till I realised 

that, under one's mask of placidity, everyone is  doing that 

all the time.

This activity below the mind's threshold is what 

gives one the ability to profit from the reality without.

I cannot resist the temptation of using the term virtual 

reality, in a sense it  has not been coined for, to signify 

this. One lives most of the time in this world of virtual 

reality, simulated reality or fantasised reality. Which 

is  self-induced, not effected by gadgets. Each work of 

art or literature also contributes to this. All these 

together create an inner firmament for each person.

This is 3ust to explain why I find it easy to accept 

the existence of alternative presences, without calling
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any true or false. In my scheme of things abstraction 

and reality are not antagonistic entities. So I find 

whatever I see entrancing - faces, figures, landscapes, 

object groups. With advancing years I see them mira

culously transformed, even heightened in value. I can 

now see the truth of some of those discriptions of 

nature in traditional narratives mentioning gems and 

crystals, rubies and emeralds. At one time I wondered 

Whether this was not one of the gifts that carae with age. 

The growth of an untrammelled vision. Ecstatic eyes 

peering out of an emaciated body. I  conjured up the 

figure of Inayat Khan, adapted from a Jehangirl drawing, 

to symbolise this.

So the world I observe is naturally a fairy-tale 

world. It  is high-keyed. It  is  distant. It  has a 

variable configuration. It  is ambivalent in image and 

implication. At least this is what ray work turns out to 

be when I follow the cues. Not just a bunch of facts but 

an intriguing icon. The pursuit is challenging. May be 

there is a sense of pantheism in it  making of everything 

a personage. May be there is an assumption, too, of play

acting on nature's own part. Making each thing a 

b a h u . r u a volatile polymorph.

Speaking of bahuruoee. when I go to the Kalabhavan 

campus now and then two village boys turn up. Painted and 

dressed as Raia and tiavan, or Kali and Shiva. Though not 

fully painted and dressed for an out and out make-believe. 

Then they strike heroic poses and break into loud dialogue 

and action. Between these village boys and the mythical
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stereotypes a new reality is. bom . Mixing the normal 

with .hieratic, fixing the worldly with the unworldly. 

Or fact with fantasy.

The familiar Durga image is one such hahurupee 

to me, an intriguing conglomerate. Draping a wheel

ing panoply of iconic arms round a tantalising female 

figure. Bringing together earthiness and elemental 

power. Carrying unspelt innuendoes to human psyche, 

the beast within, the body's rapture, the conflict 

and the transcendence. Arching forth from a co»rjnon 

life  drama to an allegory beyond.

As time passes this bahuruoee factor seems to 

be gaining ground. Both in my work and way of looking 

at things.
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